Guidance through Mastery
Endless Possibilities
SavvyCube is the inspiration for the next generation, designed and developed for minds like yours. A unique combination of corner connectors and rods that take on the shape of furniture you desire. You can design a wardrobe closet, a bedside table, a kitchen cabinet, a decorative art stand, a storage unit and so much more. With the innovative SavvyCube, your ideas are brought to life. The possibilities are endless.
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SavvyCube is available in black and white, but can be customized to other colours on request.
Create a kitchen that is unlike any other with these SavvyCube highlights, on the wall cabinet and in the base cabinets too.
The following diagram shows the dimensions for the previous picture. You can change the dimensions as you want, to suit your space and style.
SavvyCube shelves break the monotony of a blocky kitchen, giving it a stylish open look, that is awe-inspiring.
An open wall cabinet to keep all your knick-knacks and decorative items. Give your kitchen that extraordinary touch.
The following diagram shows the dimensions for the previous picture. You can change the dimensions as you want, to suit your space and style.
TV units get a futuristic look with half open shelves made of SavvyCube.
The following diagram shows the dimensions for the previous picture. You can change the dimensions as you want, to suit your space and style.
Display your precious book collection in style with the SavvyCube book organiser.
The following diagram shows the dimensions for the previous picture. You can change the dimensions as you want, to suit your space and style.
Good things come in small sizes, and this standalone unit used for decorative items is just that.
Standalone Unit Outline

The following diagram shows the dimensions for the previous picture. You can change the dimensions as you want, to suit your space and style.
SavvyCube vanity units take your bathroom to another level with their clean chic look.
Vanity Unit Outline

The following diagram shows the dimensions for the previous picture. You can change the dimensions as you want, to suit your space and style.
Who would have thought, a simple dressing table can get such a beautiful facelift.
Dressing Table Outline

The following diagram shows the dimensions for the previous picture. You can change the dimensions as you want, to suit your space and style.
Why go for chunky blocks for your bedside tables, when you can choose this eye-catchy piece of art.
The following diagram shows the dimensions for the previous picture. You can change the dimensions as you want, to suit your space and style.
Wardrobe Unit

A wardrobe corner unit that gives your wardrobe the much needed style and convenience.
Wardrobe Unit Outline

The following diagram shows the dimensions for the previous picture. You can change the dimensions as you want, to suit your space and style.
Rightly said, SavvyCube has endless possibilities... And just as shown here, you can create a whole garden in just one wall of your home.
The following diagram shows the dimensions for the previous picture. You can change the dimensions as you want, to suit your space and style.
Can a shoe rack be a buzz-starter? It certainly can, as this shoe rack proves.
Shoe Rack Outline

The following diagram shows the dimensions for the previous picture. You can change the dimensions as you want, to suit your space and style.
Greet your guest with style, serve them on this super dual long and short center table.
Center Table Outline

The following diagram shows the dimensions for the previous picture. You can change the dimensions as you want, to suit your space and style.
Why clutter your space when you can create a beautiful minimalist workspace with this SavvyCube Study Table.
Study Table Outline

The following diagram shows the dimensions for the previous picture. You can change the dimensions as you want, to suit your space and style.
SavvyCube hangings overhead with lights and planters can take any room to a completely new level.
The following diagram shows the dimensions for the previous picture. You can change the dimensions as you want, to suit your space and style.